
HUMANITY’S THREE INTENTIONS

FIRST INTENTION

To Exist in Yet Another Way

Goal of the First Intention: establish an additional, unique life experience 
exclusive unto themselves. To be created, filled, and fashioned with what 
they wanted most: love, joy, peace, and endless explorations.

SECOND INTENTION

To Exist To Their Fullest Potential

Goal of the Second Intention: experience themselves entirely as the creative 
beings they were created to be.

The Terms
Free Will

No Divine Intervention

The After Thought
A Self-Imposed Veiling

THIRD INTENTION

To Exist in Consciousness Again

Goal of the Third Intention: collectively awaken, for the achievement of 
peace on Earth.
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THE ORDER OF CREATION

The Sequential Order in How Humanity and 
All Conscious Beings Came into Existence

Your desire to exist 
has you incoming . . .

That desire attracts Light-
matter on your inbound 

journey, which activates the 
beginning of you.

You yet exist . . .

YOU ARE AN ENERGETIC
STATE OF BEING

You arrive at the Point of 
Inception, signifying you have 

taken form via the elements 
your desire attracted. 

You physically exist . . .

YOU ARE THE LIGHT

The Point of 
Inception is an 
interim place of 
existence only.

The realm of Light is 
where you live your 

initial existence. 

Your presence within the 
realm of Light shows your 

desire paved the way for you 
to exist in consciousness. 

You individually exist . . .

YOU ARE A BEING 
OF LIGHT

The realm of Creation is 
not a place where one 

resides. Its only purpose 
is for a soul’s conception.

Your appearance within 
the realm of Creation, 

indicates you intentionally 
sought an additional existence. 

You will exist yet again . . .

YOU ARE BECOMING 
A SOUL

The Point of Origin 
is the place from 

where all existing 
commences.
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DIMENSIONAL REALMS

POINT OF ORIGIN

POINT OF INCEPTION POINT OF INCEPTION

LIGHT LIGHT

CREATION CREATION

TRUTH TRUTH

UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

ANGELIC ANGELIC

CELESTIAL CELESTIAL

UNIVERSAL UNIVERSAL

TERTIARY TERTIARY

PLANETARY PLANETARY
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THE ORDER OF SOURCE

THE ALL THAT IS
aka the Omnipotent Divine

The All that IS, also known as the Omnipotent Divine, is the 
Light and the Light is its consciousness. It is that which affords 
all who exist the opportunity to come into existence. It is also 
that which inspired us each to exist as souls. Its consciousness—
the One Divine Mind—is our highest consciousness, and that 
consciousness is the highest source of support we can utilize to 
sustain our wellbeing.

THE OMNISCIENT DIVINES

The Omniscient Divines, firstly, are the most conscious souls in 
all of existence. They are also the Divine Creators who gave all 
beings of Light the opportunity to exist as souls. Additionally, 
They are the ones who created all existing within the multi-
realm Universe. Although, They are not the ones who created 
what exists within the realm of Humanity. Currently, there are 
seven serving within the realm of Truth, as the eighth has 
relocated. 
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THE ONE DIVINE MIND

The One Divine Mind is the consciousness of the Omnipotent Divine,
and it is the operating consciousness for all existing beyond Humanity’s 

experience: all realms, dimensions, beings, and souls.

With Humanity living in separation from the One Divine Mind,
they would now need a means and way to have consciousness.

Therefore, they were gifted their very own minds.

Humanity’s Existence is Lived Here

POINT OF INCEPTION POINT OF INCEPTION

LIGHT LIGHT

CREATION CREATION

TRUTH TRUTH

UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

ANGELIC ANGELIC

CELESTIAL CELESTIAL

UNIVERSAL UNIVERSAL

TERTIARY TERTIARY

PLANETARY PLANETARY

POINT OF ORIGIN
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